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PUBLIC LANDS THE KEY 
TO A HEALTHY ECONOMY
Two years ago, Montana’s outdoor economy produced $5.8 billion 
in consumer spending and generated 64,000 jobs, according to the
Outdoor Industry Association (OIA).

But many state-level lawmakers were slow to recognize how much
these dollars depended on public lands. In 2015, 12 public land
transfer bills were introduced in the Montana Legislature. All of 
them were eventually defeated in committee, on the floor, or in the 
governor’s office, but not before they wasted a great deal of time 
and taxpayer dollars. 

That year, Montana Wilderness Association decided to make a 
big investment in our burgeoning outdoor economy and in our
public lands. We hired a state policy director and developed a list 
of policy recommendations, which we shared with decision-makers. 
Topping that list was a recommendation to create a new state 
office of outdoor recreation.

Our message was clear: nix the lands transfer nonsense and protect
this lucrative source of income and adventure for all Montanans.

In the two years since, our outdoor economy has grown by 
22 percent and now represents the biggest and brightest industry in 
our state’s overall financial picture, accounting for $7.1 billion in 
spending and 70,000 jobs. These last two years have also marked a 
ballooning of resident support for conservation. In February, our public lands rally at the
capitol drew more than 1,000 Montanans, double the size of the rally we held in 2015.

Thankfully, these efforts have produced an improvement in the political picture for both
conservation and recreation. During the 2017 legislative session, lawmakers worked across the
aisle to ensure no public land transfer bills were introduced, and they restored full funding and
authority for Habitat Montana, the state’s main mechanism for purchasing new wildlife habitat. 

In the months following the session, the governor created a new Office of Outdoor Recreation
and announced lifelong Montanan Rachel VandeVoort as director of the new office.
VandeVoort has spent nearly her entire career in the outdoor industry and has the first-hand
knowledge and background this position demands. 

We welcome her into this new role and urge her to do all she can to create even more
outdoor jobs across our beautiful state.

Specifically, we encourage VandeVoort to help rural communities secure the resources they
need to benefit from this recreation boom. We also hope VandeVoort will work to protect our
public lands. If we expect our outdoor economy to thrive, then we must keep our public lands
intact and accessible as well as properly funded and effectively managed. 

MWA looks look forward to working with Director VandeVoort and with Montanans of 
all stripes to reach these goals, and we invite our members and supporters to help us seize 
this new and important opportunity.   

Montana Wilderness Association works with communities 
to protect Montana’s wilderness heritage, quiet beauty, and
outdoor traditions, now and for future generations.
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This past summer, the Outdoor
Industry Association (OIA)
confirmed what many in our state
have known for some time – that
outdoor recreation is not only
intrinsic to our way of life in
Montana, it is also a key economic
driver. According to OIA’s new
figures, outdoor recreation is now
the largest sector of Montana’s
economy, generating over $7 billion
per year in consumer spending and
supporting 70,000 jobs that pay 
$2 billion worth of wages. A new
economic report from Montana
Fish, Wildlife and Parks found that
big game hunters alone spent $324
million in Montana, supporting
3,300 jobs, many in rural Montana.

These numbers, while eye-popping,
are even more impressive when you
realize that they don’t account for
indirect economic effects, such as
the thousands of start-ups and small
businesses that choose to locate
here to take advantage of our
outdoor way of life.

The biggest takeaway from these
reports is that the old “economy
versus conservation” dichotomy no
longer applies. In fact, our economy
depends on conservation of our
public lands. Not only are public
lands crucial for the clean air and
water that make our communities
livable, they are what make the
outdoor recreation economy tick:
the hikers, bikers, and recreationists
of all kinds spending billions of
dollars here each year, drawn to
Montana by the beauty and
accessibility of our public lands 
and waters.
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This page: Skiing at Hyalite in the Gallatin Range. 
Right: Hiking Big Creek in the Gallatin Range. 

All of the photos in this story are of the Custer Gallatin 
National Forest, the future of which is at stake in 
a forest plan currently under revision (see page 8). continued
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OF OUR PUBLIC LANDS ALL 
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Above: Fishing at 
Golden Trout Lakes

Rock climbing 
in Gallatin Canyon
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Montana is home to a thriving
industry of small recreation-related
businesses, an industry that is resilient,
even in times of economic downturn.

But, just like other 
key sectors of our
economy, we can’t
expect this industry to
grow if we don’t have
the right policies in

place. Thankfully, over the last few
years, under the leadership of
Governor Bullock, Montana has led
the West in supporting outdoor
recreation. Our pro-public-lands
policies earned the state the only 
“A” grade in the recent Outdoor
Recreation State Scorecards issued by
the Center for American Progress. 

A common-sense and much-needed
first policy step was the creation of
Montana’s Office of Outdoor
Recreation. The office launched in
September with the announcement of
its first director, Rachel VandeVoort,
who has both significant experience
in the outdoor industry and a deep
appreciation of public lands. 

This new office is crucial because,
despite the enormous influence that
outdoor recreation plays in our state’s
economy, we have never had
anyone at the state level solely
dedicated to supporting and
growing that sector. With several
different agencies managing
various pieces, we have lacked a
unified and strategic approach
to this massive piece of our
economy. Given the potential
of this sector, which already 

generates $286 million in state and
local tax revenue, this investment
makes good financial sense.

Looking ahead, a top priority
should be to expand the outdoor
recreation economy map in
Montana and help rural
communities across the state gain
access to the resources they need to
more fully capture the benefits of
that economy. Those resources
could include grant opportunities to
strengthen trail systems and
improve outdoor infrastructure.
Likewise, the office could be an
important advocate for rural
business owners, such and outfitters
and guides, who have ground-
truthed ideas on how to improve
Montana’s regulatory environment
and promote outdoor tourism.

Another major priority should
be to protect our public lands. The
success of our outdoor economy
depends on keeping our public
lands intact, well-managed, and
accessible, especially as visitation
increases. That means, at a
minimum, rejecting efforts to transfer
ownership or management to the
state, a move that would compel
the state to either industrialize or
sell off those lands just to keep the
state from going bankrupt. It also
means strengthening efforts to
protect wildlands and investing in
outdoor recreation infrastructure.
Keeping our public lands in prime
condition – with clean water, clear
trails, abundant wildlife, and
beautiful vistas – is, after all, the
right economic choice.

Finally, we must properly fund our
public land management agencies. 

We rely on the Park Service, 
Forest Service, Bureau of Land
Management, and other agencies 
to maintain trails, trailheads,
campgrounds, and other
infrastructure on our public lands.
Without that infrastructure in place,
we can’t expect our outdoor
recreation economy to continue to
thrive. Right now, these agencies are
facing a budget crisis, so we must
demand that our elected officials
adequately fund the agencies.

Every community in our state has
something to offer when it comes to
outdoor recreation. Every
community also has the potential to
use outdoor recreation to improve
the quality of life for its residents
and to attract new visitors,
businesses, and investment. From
Libby to Broadus, communities are
looking for opportunities to expand
outdoor recreation in their
backyards. We hope the next few
years see more and more of them
harness the power of this growing
sector of our economy.

– Kayje Booker is MWA’s state 
policy director.
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How We Live, continued

Outdoor recreation:

70,000 JOBS
$2 billion in wages

Outdoor recreation:

$286 MILLION
state and local tax revenue

Outdoor recreation:

$7 BILLION
in consumer spending
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This summer the Forest Service took
the first step toward recommending
areas in the Custer Gallatin National
Forest (CGNF) for wilderness. This
winter the agency will take the next
step when it releases its “proposed
action” for the forest plan. The
proposed action will be our first
glimpse at how the Forest Service
will manage the CGNF’s wild places
and will signal an important moment
to speak up on behalf of Hyalite 

Canyon, the Lionhead, Lost Water
Canyon, Cowboy Heaven, and 
other special places in the CGNF. 

If you’d like to get involved, contact
Sally Cathey, MWA’s southwest
Montana field director, at 406-595-
5424 or scathey@wildmontana.org.

Pictured here and on pages 
4–7 are some of the places at 
stake in this forest plan.

Ensuring a Wild Future 
for the Custer Gallatin

The Custer Gallatin National Forest is currently 
revising its forest plan. That plan will determine 
the future of the Gallatin Range, Crazy Mountains, 
Pryor Mountains, and the Lionhead.

Hyalite-
Porcupine-
Buffalo Horn
Wilderness
Study Area
in the
Gallatin
Range
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Sheep Creek 
Trail in the
Lionhead
Recommended
Wilderness

Campfire
Lake in 
the Crazy
Mountains

Ramshorn
Lake in 
the Gallatin
Range
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THE BLACKFOOT CLEARWATER STEWARDSHIP 
MAKES ITS WAY THROUGH CONGRESS

Amid late summer’s wildfires and smoke, a glimmer of sunlight brightened the mood in 
the hard-hit towns of Seeley Lake and Ovando. Following his February introduction of the
Blackfoot Clearwater Stewardship Act, Sen. Tester requested a hearing on the bill in the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee (SENR).
     The Blackfoot Clearwater Stewardship Act would add 80,000 acres to the Bob
Marshall, Scapegoat, and Mission Mountains Wilderness Areas and facilitate restoration
work in the Blackfoot and Clearwater River Valleys.
     “Montanans have spent over a decade crafting the Blackfoot Clearwater Stewardship
Project to improve forest management in the Lolo National Forest,” Sen. Tester wrote in 
a September letter. “It is past time we moved forward with this responsible forest
management proposal, which has garnered the support of outfitters, timber companies,
local government, and recreational users from all walks of life.”
     Senator Steve Daines sits on the SENR Committee and needs to hear from wilderness
supporters like you that the Blackfoot Clearwater Stewardship Act deserves a hearing.
Please call Sen. Daines today at (202) 224-2651 and ask him to schedule a hearing and 
add his support to the Blackfoot Clearwater Stewardship Act.

– Zack Porter, western Montana field director

PAT AND CAROL WILLIAMS RECEIVE FOUNDERS AWARD

At this year’s WildFest in Missoula, MWA awarded Carol and Pat Williams the 2017
Founders’ Award, presented to those who best exemplify outstanding and enduring
dedication to the cause of wilderness and the mission of Montana Wilderness Association.
     Carol spent nearly a decade, from 2004 to 2012, in the Montana Legislature, first in 
the House of Representatives and later in the Senate. She rose to become the Senate’s
first female minority and majority leader. She has been a champion in returning the
Montana Environmental Policy Act to its original state so it can be a tool to protect the
environment. She was never shy about reminding her legislative colleagues of their
responsibility to protect the right guaranteed in the 1972 Montana Constitution to a clean
and healthful environment. Thanks to Carol’s leadership in the Legislature, Montana has 

a renewable energy standard, energy-efficiency
standards for state buildings, increased fuel
standards for state-owned vehicles, and
requirements that limit mercury emissions at 
coal-fired plants.
During his nine terms as Montana’s

congressman, from 1979 to 1997, Pat sponsored
successful legislation designating both the Lee
Metcalf Wilderness Area north of Yellowstone
National Park and the Rattlesnake Wilderness area
north of Missoula. He also led the successful
legislative effort to save the Bob Marshall
Wilderness from oil and gas exploration and helped
ban geothermal energy drilling near the border of
Yellowstone National Park. 

– Zack Porter, western Montana field director

PROTECTING THE ANTIQUITIES ACT 
ON BEHALF OF OUR OUTDOOR HERITAGE

This summer, Secretary of the Interior Ryan Zinke recommended keeping Upper Missouri River
Breaks National Monument as it is. One of Montana’s most historic and treasured landscapes
had been under a federal review that could have resulted in the monument being shrunk or
eliminated altogether.
     Thanks to the comments you sent and calls you made to Sec. Zinke and to our Congressional
delegation, Sec. Zinke got the message that Montanans will not tolerate any meddling with our
national monuments.
     But our national monuments are far from safe. Sec. Zinke recommended that President
Trump significantly reduce the size of seven land-based and three marine-based national
monuments. If the federal government shrinks or eliminates any one of them, it could set a
precedent that puts all 157 national monuments in jeopardy, including the three we have in
Montana – the Breaks, Pompeys Pillar, and Little Bighorn Battlefield.
     Two other major threats to historically and culturalyl important public lands come from
Congress. One is Utah Congressman Rob Bishop’s deceptively named bill, “National Monument
Creation and Protection Act” (H.R. 3990). This bill targets the Antiquities Act, the 1906
legislation that enables presidents to designate special public lands as national monuments.
Bishop’s bill would almost certainly block future presidents from designating any more national
monuments and would allow the current and future presidents to shrink existing national
monuments. Sadly, Congressman Greg Gianforte voted for this bill in the House Natural
Resources Committee in October.
     The other Congressional threat is legislation co-sponsored by Senator Steve Daines. 
His bill, also deceptively named, is the “Improved National Monument Designation Process Act”
(S. 33). It too would close the door on the creation of any new national monuments by making
monument designation dependent on the approval of the legislature of the state in which the

proposed monument is located.
Over the past 110 years, 16 presidents – eight Democrats

and eight Republicans – have used the Antiquities Act to
designate 157 national monuments. Even after thousands of
Montanans stood up for the Missouri Breaks this summer, we
expect Sen. Daines and Rep. Gianforte to continue their attacks
on this legislation that President Theodore Roosevelt signed 
in 1906. For 111 years, the Antiquities Act has been a central
pillar of our public lands heritage, and any blow to this
legislation would be devastating to our way of life.

In response to these threats, MWA helped launch Hold 
Our Ground, a diverse group of Montanans standing up 
for the places that define us as a people. Check in at
holdourground.org to watch videos and find ways you can 
take action in defense of the many public lands that tell our
story as Montanans, as Americans.

– John Todd, conservation director

UPDATES FROM THE F IELD

Carol and Pat Williams
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As a member of MWA, you’re
committed to protecting our
outdoor heritage. You recently
received a request to make an
additional investment in MWA.
That donation will help us bulk
up our efforts to defend our
national monuments and the
Antiquities Act, both of which
preserve that heritage. 
Stand up for those places that
tell the story of who we are 
and where we come by again
donating to MWA today.

The White Cliffs
of the Upper
Missouri River
River Breaks
National
Monument
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WILDLANDS
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Michael Kirst 

FLATHEAD-
KOOTENAI 
CHAPTER
Paula Gilman 
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Kathleen Morrone 
Josie Parsons 
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Carolyn Craven 
Scott Heidebrink 
Robert Labrel 
Katherine 
Lethenstrom 

Mike Best 
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Ashley Martens 
Elizabeth Miller 
Patricia Neifert 
John Vincent 
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MOUNTAINS 
CHAPTER
Kelsey Anderson 
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Miranda Brenna 
Arnold Cohen 
John Edwards 
Brandon Ellis 
Diann Ericson & 
Michael Childs

Mark Fryberger 
Leslie Green 
Laramie Groats 
Joan Hess-
Homeier 

Amanda & Alex 
Jamison 

Caitlin Johnson 
Nancy McPherson 
Carol Murray 
Kathy NoRunner 
Scott Pankratz 
Melissa Reynolds-
Hogland 

Beth Rowley & 
Sean Carlson

Christine Schultz 
Meredith Webster 

WILD DIVIDE 
CHAPTER
Melissa Bofto & 
Zach Gravgaard

Jacob Charles 
John Fitzgerald 
Maureen Hodgson 
Jane Kollmeyer &
Terry Chute

OUT OF STATE
Lawrence Boyle 
Jeff Canclini 
Heather 
Carling-Smith 

Josh Dellinger 
Donald Kauffman 
Bev Krall 
Bruce Maxfield 
Linus Metzler 
Michelle Rondolet 
Rachel White 

BUSINESS
MEMBERS
Sam’s Tap Room 
The Lennox 
Craftsmen, LTD 

MEMBERS MAKE 
OUR WORK POSSIBLE
Thanks to the new members who joined 
Montana Wilderness Association from 
July 27 to October 10, 2017. 
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THE GIFT OF 
WILDERNESS

The season of giving is upon us! Wondering
what to get for your backpacking niece? 
Or the dad who has too many sweaters but 
not enough free time to go hiking? This year,
give your loved ones the joy of the wild.

Gift memberships start at $40. They’ll receive 
a beautiful card, a gift-wrapped stainless 
steel backpacking cup, and all the benefits of
membership, including first dibs on Wilderness
Walks sign-ups and updates from MWA all 
year long. To make it easy for you, the gift can
be sent directly to your friend or family member.

Visit wildmontana.org/gift to make a gift
membership and to learn about other ways
you can help protect our wild places.

FIX FIRE BORROWING
Year after year, the pattern of robbing
millions from non-fire related funds to
foot the bill for another fire season is
gutting the agency we rely on to keep
our trailheads open, campgrounds clean,
and outdoor way of life vibrant. The
solution is clear: Congress needs to stop
playing political games with wildland fire
funding and pass the Wildfire Disaster
Funding Act (WDFA). 

    Similar to how we pay for hurricanes
and floods, WDFA would grant land
managers access to disaster funding to
protect our lives and property without
diverting dollars away from non-
firefighting programs.
    Senators Tester and Daines both
support WDFA, and they should work
together to pass it cleanly without
additional riders that would needlessly
politicize a bi-partisan effort.

ADEQUATELY FUND OUR 
PUBLIC LANDS AND PUBLIC
LAND MANAGERS
President Trump’s proposed budget
slashes the budget of the Department of
Agriculture, which oversees the Forest
Service, by 21%. This budget does more
than expect the Forest Service to do
more with less; this budget would break
the agency’s back.

    We must restore our land managers’
budgets and ensure they have the
resources they need to do their jobs
while keeping our communities safe from
wildfire. Ultimately, it’s up to Congress to
pass a sound budget. As appropriations
bills that fund the day-to-day functioning of
our government move through Congress
this fall, Montanans expect our decision-
makers to prioritize funding for public
safety and sound public lands policy. 

ADVANCE PROVEN POLICIES 
AND PROGRAMS THAT
PROTECT OUR COMMUNITIES
There are proven tools, such as the
Collaborative Forest Landscape
Restoration Program (CFLRP) and the
Forestry Provisions in the 2014 Farm Bill,
that empower collaborative efforts
underway by Montanans across the
state. These programs help restore
streams, restore forests, and decrease
the risk of fire to rural communities. 

    In 2015 and 2016 alone, CFLRP
supported 160 restoration jobs in
Montana, while treating over 30,000
forest acres, including 12,000 acres 
of high priority hazardous fuels along 
the wildland-urban interface. CFLRP 
will expire in 2019, and the Trump
administration’s proposed 2017 budget
would eliminate all funding for the job-
creating program. We urge Congress 
to, at a minimum, reauthorize this
program at current funding levels.

USE THE PROVISIONS 
OF THE 2014 FARM BILL
The 2014 Farm Bill authorized Governor
Bullock to nominate 4.95 million acres of
national forest land for restoration
projects. The Forest Service can now
further evaluate these acres for potential
projects that increase forest resilience

and reduce the risk of insects and
disease around the state. But without
addressing eroding agency budgets, 
the Forest Service is unable to take full
advantage of the Farm Bill and increase
the pace and scale of the restoration
projects the bill allows.

WORK TOGETHER TO PASS
PLACE-BASED LEGISLATION
We need to acknowledge fire is an
important part of our landscape and to
address the challenges it poses. A
community-based approach to forest
management that Senator Jon Tester
introduced earlier this year, the Blackfoot
Clearwater Stewardship Act (BCSA),
does just that by expediting hazardous
fuel reduction projects along the

wildland-urban interface on the Seeley
Lake Ranger District, an area hit
particularly hard by wildfire this year.
    It’s time for Sen. Daines and
Congressman Gianforte to get on board
with this place-based proposal that will
help safeguard our communities from
wildfires and protect our backcountry 
for future generations.

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR
CORPORATE PARTNERS
Hydro Flask 
Missoula Federal 
Credit Union 

REI Co-Op 
Trail 103.3 
Universal Vision 

– John Todd, conservation director
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DECISION-MAKERS 
AFTER THE 2017 
FIRE SEASON

Wildfires burned more 
than one million acres in
Montana this year. 

Tragically, the fires took 
the lives of two wildland
firefighters, forced thousands
of Montanans to breathe
hazardous air for much of the
summer, and crippled our
outdoor recreation economy
in many communities during
the most profitable time 
of year.
    
After struggling through
another devastating fire
season, Montanans deserve
solutions that cut through
the rhetoric, keep our
communities safe, and
support proven policies and
the agencies that manage 
our forests.
    
Extended drought conditions,
changing snowpack, past
forest management practices,
and earlier fire suppression
activities have all increased
the potential for wildland
fire. But until our nation’s
decision-makers accept – and
address – human-caused
climate change, we will 
have little chance to alter the
trend of longer and more
catastrophic fire seasons,
such as the one Montana
experienced in 2017.
Harvesting vast tracts of our
forests will not prevent fire
seasons like this one. As we
all saw this summer, when
there is enough heat and
wind, all forest types will
burn, no matter how heavily
managed. 

Here are five such measures
that we call on all three
members of our congressional
delegation to work on.
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